What is the MFF?
The MFF (multiannual financial framework) is the EU’s long-term budget, usually covering a
seven-year-period. It sets the maximum level of resources ('ceiling') for each major category
('heading') of EU spending for the period it covers. There have been five multiannual
financial frameworks (MFFs) to date. The fifth and current MFF, covering the period 20142020, was adopted on 2 December 2013.
Why seven years?
In the 1980s, the concept of a multiannual financial perspective was developed as an
attempt to lessen conflict between the EU institutions, enhance budgetary discipline and
improve implementation through better planning, as a longer-term planning horizon and
stability are needed because the EU budget is primarily an investment budget.
MEPs however would like to see the duration aligned with the 5-year-legislative cycle of the
EU institutions and therefore progressively move towards a 5+5 years period, or in other
words, 10 years with a mandatory mid-term revision.
According to Article 312 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, the
multiannual financial framework “shall be established for a period of at least five years.”
How big is the MFF?
The MFF resources for commitments over the entire 2014 to 2020 period amount to
€1,087.2 billion in current prices (or €963.5 billion in 2011 prices).

How is the MFF decided?
The current MFF was the first to be adopted under the new provisions of the Treaty of
Lisbon, according to which the Council, acting in accordance with a special legislative
procedure, must unanimously adopt the MFF Regulation after having obtained the consent
of Parliament.

How is the money spent?
Through annual budgets, which are approved jointly by the Council and Parliament – the two
arms of the EU Budgetary authority. They are on an equal footing for the annual budgetary
procedure. The annual EU budget must respect the budgetary ceilings agreed under the
multiannual financial framework (MFF) for different programmes and policies, such as those
on cohesion, agriculture and external relations. Flexibility instruments ensure that the EU
can react in the event of unexpected needs. Use of financial instruments creates a leverage
effect as regards EU spending.
More information here
Where does the money go?
Over 94% of the EU budget goes to citizens, regions, cities, farmers and businesses. The
EU's administrative expenses account for under 6% of the total EU budget, with salaries
accounting for around half of that 6%.
The EU budget is unique. Unlike national budgets which are used in large part for providing
public services and funding social security systems, the EU budget is primarily an
investment budget. And unlike national budgets, the EU Budget cannot run a deficit.
More info on where the money goes can be found here.
Where does the money come from?
The EU budget’s financing is ensured by three main sources of revenue: traditional own
resources (customs duties and sugar levies), an own resource based on a harmonised base
of value added tax (VAT), and an own resource linked to Member States' GNIs, which plays
the role of balancing the budget. Currently, the bulk of revenue (around 78 % in 2016) is
provided by a GNI-based resource and a VAT-based resource, which Member States
perceive as national contributions rather than EU own resources.

More information in this factsheet.
The EP advocates maintaining existing own resources and progressively introducing new
ones such as a financial transaction tax, a share of tax from firms in the digital sector or
environmental taxes. GNI-based direct contributions from EU member states should be
reduced accordingly.
What is at stake?
It is about nothing less than the future of Europe – about whether the EU will do more, the
same, or less for its citizens after 2020.
Since the beginning of the 2014-2020 programming period, the EU budget has been
confronted with a number of new challenges stemming from growing instability in the EU's
neighbourhood, the migration crisis, and security threats as well as a continued significant
investment gap in the EU many years after the outbreak of the financial and economic crisis.
In addition, there’s the intention to fund closer cooperation on defence and, last but not least,
the likely budgetary shortfall because of the UK leaving the EU.
A survey shows that Europeans expect solutions from the EU. Most respondents think that
Europe should do more to tackle a wide range of issues, from security, to migration and
unemployment (source: Eurobarometer).
The EP wants the EU to boost research programmes and support young people and small
firms. The next Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF) should continue to support farming
and regional policies, but also finance new priorities such as security, defence or migration
and make up for any shortfall following the UK’s departure.
What are commitment and payment appropriations in the EU budget?
Given the need to manage multiannual actions, the EU budget distinguishes between
commitment appropriations (the cost of all legal obligations contracted during the current
financial year, possibly bearing consequences in the following years) and payment
appropriations (money actually paid out during the current year, possibly to implement
commitments entered into in previous years).
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